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ONE MILLION UN TROOPS ARE IN
PLACE TO EXECUTE A COUP AGAINST

THE US…(DAVE HODGES)
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One Million UN Troops Are In Place to
Execute a Coup Against the United States-
Trump Is Calling Up the Reserves!
Submitted by Dave Hodges on Saturday, October 5, 2019 – 11:44.

As Steve Quayle has stated, “what is coming is no longer coming, it is already here”.  The UN

troops are here in great number. The Calexit traitors are in position. The Democratic socialists

are in headlong retreat, thus bringing out the need for UN intervention under the Kigali

Principles.

Part Two of this series looks nothing like what it was going to. Something happened on the

way to the story, it suddenly got more dramatic, more detailed and more threatening.

The following contains direct evidence that for all intents and purposes, the people of the

United States, who are loyal to the President and the Constitution are at war with the

international forces from the United Nations who are illegally in our country in great numbers.

Dave Hodges/Robert Griswold Interview
On Thursday, October 2, 2019 at 615AM (Pacific), Robert Griswold contacted me and said that

California had indeed taken away any meaningful shortwave/ham radio capabilities by order

the removal of any repeaters on high ground. This would not prevent line of sight

transmission, but that is all. If this prohibition was in play during last year’s dramatic and

deadly fires in Northern California, hundreds, if not thousands of more lives would have been

lost. Radio communication saves lives, but saving lives is not the objective of the extreme Le�.

In the following interview, Robert Griswold stated that this is the attempt by the ultra liberals

of California to take out the communications capability, for purposes of self-defense for the

average citizen of California. Here is my interview with Robert Griswold.

The Dave Hodges/Paul Preston Interview
In a subsequent discussion with Paul Preston, in the late evening of 10/2/2019, the President

of the New California movement was informed, by myself, of the ban on repeaters for

California based ham radios, our subsequent search produced a legal document which

described how the ban on repeaters happened. This was not the action of the California

Legislature. This was the action of one bureaucrat acted out in typical communist fashion.

Paul and myself subsequently decided to do an interview on the topic. Very quickly the topic

shi�ed back to what I have previously revealed. Paul and I discussed the international forces,

criminal cartel leadership and California Democrats that are behind CALEXIT. And as I revealed

in Part One of this series. Paul Preston, in detail, exposed the players and their agenda

consisting of overthrowing the United States government. As we discussed in the interview,

we exposed the fact that the ham radio repeater ban was an attempt to destroy the citizens

who support New California and their ability to coordinate a defense against the aggression of

the CALEXIT communists!  This action by California government destroys the command and

control of the citizens of California and makes them getting conquered more likely. This is

exactly the same conclusion reached by Robert Griswold in our interview, earlier that same

day.

Both Paul Preston and Robert Griswold both indicate that California will likely be the epicenter

for Civil War II. Little did any of the three of us realize that our projections were to come into

full view by the end of the next day with the Steve Quayle revelations.

Here is the Paul Preston interview.

From Steve Quayle’s Deep Cover Source
In mid-morning, Paul Martin contacted me with an incomplete report from our mutual friend,

John Moore. John’s trucker neighbor had just reported to him that while driving his truck that

day, he encountered heavy movement of massive UN combat vehicles. While Paul was busy

chasing down the leads on this topic, I began to receive reports from around the country

which clearly indicated that a massive movement of both American military personnel and

equipment as well as massive amounts of UN military personnel and equipment were

underway.

Subsequent to the Martin/ Moore and scattered reports, Steve Quayle’s top source for intel

released information to Steve that he shared wtih select people. The following is a reflection

of the UN threat that now exists on our soil.

I have been unable to contact Steve Quayle to discuss the revelations that he sent to me by

email. I would copy and paste but I fear exposing a source because of the possibility of back-

tracing the communications. Subsequently, I am going to summarize the major findings.

The is a force of 750,000 to 1.2 million UN soldiers with with equipment on American

soil… 

Most of the UN troops were originally spotted in geographic areas associated with Trump

political support. The anticipation was that something is going to happen to the

President that will put angry citizens on the street and the UN troops will be there waiting

for them. (Editor’s Note: Please note that this is the unfolding of the dreaded Kigali

Principles I have been warning American citizens about for over three years. Obama

signed these documents in December of 2016, just prior to leaving o�ice. It grants the UN

the authority to enter the United States to restore order in their image. In other words,

this is a coup and a potential civil war at the same time). 

Steve’s source stated that many of these troops are now settled into known FEMA camps

(Editor’s Note: In the next part in this series, we will discuss what we can expect, in detail

from FEMA camps, under UN rule. If one would like to get out in front of this material, go

to the search engine of The Common Sense Show and put FM 39.4 into the search engine

along with FEMA camps) and one will quickly see that these camps will be manned by

foreign (UN) troops!). 

Steve Quayle’s revelations are more detailed, but the above captures the main idea of the

severity of the threat. O� handedly, there is substance for the apparent paranoia of Dave

Hodges, Paul Martin, Paul Preston and Steve Quayle. President Trump is mobilizing the

reserves and this information is o�icial and very public.

By the way, do you remember last year when the Cook County Commissioners attempted to

bring the UN to police the streets of Chicago and were rebu�ed by the Trump administration?

Do you recall when AOC recently called for the UN to police the border? I could go on and on,

but I think you get the idea. This is a well-orchestrated plot that is now surfacing because

Hillary Clinton, or any other Democratic Communist can win the presidency.

Trump Responds to the Threat
Civil War seems inevitable at this point. What I would like to know is how these UN troops got

into the United States. I suspect, it is as I reported during the last Central American invasion, in

that the UN was entering the US along with immigrants. I also reported that the UN asserted

their authority over the border and facilitated, over the objections of the Border Patrol, the

entry of gangs of MS-13 assassins into the heartland of America.

More to the point, Trump is mobilizing the reserves in response to the UN threat. All the

naysays are now about to choke on their collective gum. Here is the public proclamation

which brings in the Reserves in this country.

We are at war ladies and gentlemen. Here is an excerpt from the Marine Corp document that

calls up the Reserves for domestic deployment.

R 031419Z OCT 19

MARADMIN 550/19

MSGID/GENADMIN/CMC WASHINGTON DC MRA MP//

SUBJ/MANPOWER GUIDANCE FOR ACTIVATION AND DEACTIVATION OF RESERVE

COMPONENT (RC) MARINES ORDERED TO ACTIVE DUTY ISO DEFENSE SUPPORT OF CIVIL

AUTHORITIES//

NARR/REF A IS  MCO 3440.7C MARINE CORPS ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN DEFENSE

SUPPORT OF CIVIL AUTHORITIES (DSCA). REF B IS TITLE 10 U.S.C., §12304a, ARMY

RESERVE, NAVY RESERVE, MARINE CORPS RESERVE, AND AIR FORCE RESERVE: ORDER TO

ACTIVE DUTY TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE IN RESPONSE TO A MAJOR DISASTER OR

EMERGENCY.  REF C IS THE ROBERT T. STAFFORD DISASTER RELIEF AND EMERGENCY

ASSISTANCE ACT, PUBLIC LAW 93-288, AS AMENDED, TITLE 42 U.S.C., CHAPTER 68.  REF D IS

A SECDEF MEMO THAT DELEGATES AUTHORITY TO ACTIVATE RC MEMBERS TO SERVICE

SECRETARIES.  REF E  IS AN UNDER SECNAV MEMO ESTABLISHING DEPARTMENT OF NAVY

POLICY AND PROCEDURES FOR UTILIZING TITLE 10 U.S.C., §12304a.  REF F IS MCO

3000.19B TOTAL FORCE MOBILIZATION, ACTIVATION, INTEGRATION, AND DEACTIVATION

PLAN (MAID-P).  REF G IS MARINE CORPS DSCA STANDING EXORD….

This is just the activation of Marine Corps Reserve (RC’s). The RC’s from the Air Force and

the Navy are also being called up as well. It is the belief of one of military sources that the

reason that this order emates from the Marine Corps is because the Corps is tasked with

protecting the President. This is one more indication that a coup is being initiated

against President Trump. Keep your powder dry America, we are living in historical times.

Stay tuned for more updates.
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 Gideon says:

October 6, 2019 at 10:55 pm

Trump had every opportunity to get rid of

Kigali Principles, Rex 84, n gun grabs, n he didn’t bother. The UN is in the US to

confenscate guns, run Americans o� their land n hand America over to Israel. Thats why

ur savior Trump allowed the evil vile jew laws passing, ie red flag laws, anti gun

laws,noahide laws and why Israel n the jews call Trump their King. Trump was selected

to finish the job of jew world domination. It’s all infront of u n all Trump supporters n u

all refuse to see. What kind of man n or president would give land that belongs to one

country to another, starves children in countries Israel hates n has done nothing to hurt

or threaten America, steals the wealth from everyday citizens in countries Israel hates,

defends the most vile evil racist Jewish State that kills babies in diapers calling them

terrorists, allows his son in law to negotiate peace when that son in law has millions

invested thru WZO, to built illegal Israeli settlements, execute current Palestinian land

owner n worse. What kind of President or man uses the same old excuse, the Dems won’t

let me fulfill my promises when he can do exactly what Obama did with his nasty

treasonous pen. The kind of man n or president is on the same treasonous vile team,

acting out his scripted part.

Reply

 Mordecai says:

October 7, 2019 at 5:53 am

Your Israeli conspiracy theory is a fantasy created in your fermented fecal mind ,You

must be a Democrat .Israel & Jerusalem belongs to Gods chosen people .

Reply

 Dennis Folse says:

October 10, 2019 at 3:44 pm

Learn about Israel , the Balfour Declaration , federal reserve, two world Wars.

All Rothschilds Fake NWO controll ove all of Society

Reply

 Billy says:

October 19, 2019 at 4:47 pm

Morse ain’t

God’s chosen people? Lol you are brainwashed and one of those who never

reads a Bible! They are Satan’s chosen and we need to get the dual israel

citizens out of our gubment, the dirty rats!

Reply

 Gabriel says:

October 7, 2019 at 6:42 pm

The reason Trump didn’t get rid of any of these things you mention is due to

perception of the public. Trump has to allow them to push their agenda so he can

expose them. Otherwise, they will say he is just trying to block their actions based

on political reasons. Let this pan out. Even I know the gun carrying Trump

supporters won’t hand over their guns. It’s all for show.
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 Optical illusion says:

October 20, 2019 at 6:45 pm

God has an agenda, he is using Trump to further his gain not man’s.

Reply

 Michael The Archangel says:

October 28, 2019 at 5:02 pm

Gideon is a brainwashed moron who also happens to be a jew hating anti semite

whiny cracker

Reply

 Billy says:

October 19, 2019 at 4:54 pm

Gabriel

Trump grabs ankles for israel, the biggest terrorist on the planet and is owned by his

master Rothschild! Only trump accomplishment is passing the most gun control of all

presidents and his only arrest being Julian assange! Trump is a crypto jew a devil! The

jews did Bolshevik Revolution, holodomor, Armenian genocide & killed their very on

during the holocaust to get the jews from Germany to their new homeland in the desert

(havaara agreement) and some think they’re God’s chosen lol !diots!
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